UMARU MUSA YAR’ADUA UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR
DIRECTORATE OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
STUDENT INTERNET ACCESS REGISTRATION FORM

1. PERSONAL DETAILS:
   Name……………………………………………               Reg. No:……………………………
   Department:…………………………………….               E-mail………………………………
   ……………………………………………………..
   ……………………………………………………..

2. USER INFORMATION:
   User name……………………… …                       Password………………………..
   *Format: Year of Entry + Last four digits of Matric Number
   *Example:- (112356)

   (Maximum of 6 characters)

FOR ICT USE ONLY
Approved                                Not Approved

Sign…………………………………                        Date…………………………………

TERMS OF USE
1. All users are advised to keep their password safe, do not give/allow any body to use your password.
2. Each student is entitled to a “SINGLE” user account. Any attempt to register more than once will attract a penalty.
3. Internet Access is given to all bonafide student of Umaru Musa Yar’adua University. Student “MUST” tender their Identity Cards at point of registration.
4. Pls. Contact DICT for assistance or mail dict@umyu.edu.ng